LESSON #4

WHAT MAKES
ROBOTS TICK?

VIRTUAL CAM
P
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SCIENCE
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MACHINES
DO SOME AMAZING
THINGS IN OUR LIVES.
Tons of fun and information pop up when we tap at our
computers, tablets and smartphones. TVs, toys and garage
doors “obey” our remote controls. But despite how “smart”
these devices seem, guess who the real geniuses are? People,
who create the programs that run them!
Even cool movie robots like little Wall-E or giant Transformers
need directions – or, in science speak, “coding” – to function.
What’s that? It’s sort of like a series of invisible commands.
And, depending on the robot, it can get super complicated.
But you can master the basics with a simple experiment. So grab
a friend and learn about coding for yourself, both at home and
around southeast Michigan.
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O
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L
’
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Wide floor space
Painter’s tape
Bandana or blindfold
A friend!

THE CHALLENGE
How can we figure out the
way robots (and a lot of our
everyday gadgets) work?
Getting a grip on “coding” is easy with
a few basic instructions – and a buddy.

THINGS TO EXPLORE FIRST
Go on a “robot search” at

about how they might work. Do

that tells these programs how

your house. How many things

a little online research too, if you

to operate.

do you own that only need a

can’t figure it out.

button pushed to set a series of
actions in motion? What types
are mechanical? What types are
digital? Create a list and talk

“Linkages” are another key

When you use apps, video

topic. Whether it’s coding lan-

games or websites, that’s “cod-

guage or a bunch of connected

ing” in action. This is a computer

mechanical pieces, crucial “links”

language, typed by people,

tie movements together.
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SCIENTIFIC PROCEDURE
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Use the painter’s tape to create a short maze-style path on the floor.
Think of it sort of like a series of hopscotch boxes (about the same size,
too). Be sure to include at least one or two “turns.” It can be as basic or
tricky as you choose! Watch our video to see the simple path we made.

SEE IT IN
ACTION

2
3

friends, David and Zariah, do
the experiment!

at the start of the maze, facing forward.
The other person is the coder. Their job is to come up with commands
to guide their “robot” through the maze. For example:
Take one step forward.
Turn 90 degrees to the left.
Take three steps forward.

Watch our puppet pal, Izzy, and
her Michigan Science Center

Choose one person to be the robot. They will be blindfolded and stand

Turn 90 degrees to the right.
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The goal is to successfully steer your robot through the maze. What if
you give a wrong direction? Or your robot doesn’t understand and makes
a wrong turn? Then the coder needs to think of a new command to “fix”
your robot and get him/her back on track.
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When the first coder has successfully guided his or her robot through
the maze, switch roles. For an added challenge, create a totally new path
– or extend it a little bit. You can even come up with new creative commands, like hops or squats. Just be careful: You don’t want your blindfolded buddy to take a tumble. Safety first!
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ROBOT

SCIENCE!
As you can see, coding is about providing
good directions in a clear language. The
one you choose depends on which robot
or machine you’re working with.
When it comes to computers, there are thousands of different types of programming

languages with names like Java, Python, C++
and Ruby on Rails. The coder has to type in specific commands to create

a website, app or

computer software, for example. Fun fact: When
people start learning a new programming language, the
first assignment they usually get are the words, “Hello, world!”
And guess what’s going on behind all those languages? A whole bunch
of “1s” and “0s.” This is called binary

code. Each computer has mil-

lions or billions of these two simple numerals! Programming language
puts all those 1s and 0s into combinations the computer understands
and displays as information we can understand.
Mechanical robots follow a similar logic. These devices – such as
R/C cars, ATMs and automatic car washes – can accurately perform
many tasks because they are specially programmed in advance.
Each machine is filled with carefully arranged parts, also known as
a linkage, that go into motion when the right button is pushed. A
standard robot has a motor, sensor system, power supply and computer “brain” that controls it all, according to HowStuffWorks.
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INTERGALACTIC
’BOTS
NASA is a big robot booster.

It uses them on spacecraft to
move objects in space and in
airplanes that fly without pilots.
Robots even help us explore
other planets. One of the coolest
examples might be NASA’s Mars
Exploration Rover Mission, which
involves two robots exploring the
red planet.

TRIVIA TIME

DID YOU
KNOW?

CODING FOR FUN

Interested in coding so you can
make games? You’re in good

company. Steve Jobs and Steve
Wozniak, co-founders of Apple,
started coding as teens while
working on an arcade game
called Breakout.

Don’t be just another
drone. Discover some rad
robotic factoids right here.

ROBOTS IN
HISTORY

ROBOTS
HELPING KIDS

Hate getting shots? There’s a
robot for that. An experimental
talking robot named MEDi was

If you think robots

MINECRAFT
FOR CODING?

designed to greet nervous young

You can use the popular block-placing

patients and keep them engaged

video game to learn to code! Check

during vaccines and blood draws.

out a free tutorial on Code.org that

More research is being done

lets you try an “Hour of Code.” You’ll

at the University of Calgary in

create “blocks” of code to guide

Alberta, Canada.

Steve or Alex through 14 maze puzzles
(similar to the experiment you did!).
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are a modern idea,
think again. One of
the earliest examples of a robot
– a machine used to carry out a
specific task – is from around 3000
B.C. when Egyptians used human
figurines to strike the hour bells
in water clocks, according to
Stanford University.
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1. Mark Trzeciak, STEM

SUGGESTE

LEARN MORE

AL TEACHER
C
S
LO
and robotics teacher, West
Middle School, Plymouth

2. Heidi S. Kattula,
director of learning services,

GREAT RESOURCES

Bloomfield Hills Schools

3. Bridget Zahradnik,

Rev up your robot smarts by tapping, flipping or playing.

third grade teacher, Parkview
Elementary, Novi and K-4
science content leader for Novi

TOYS & KITS

WEBSITES

Lego Mindstorms

Scratch by MIT Media Lab

Kits include everything kids need

“This is a free website

teacher, Forsythe Middle

to create customizable, program-

that teaches coding,”

School, Ann Arbor

mable robots. Great for very basic

Zahradnik says. “It is us-

beginners to adults, notes Trzeciak.

er-friendly and lots of fun

Suggested for ages 10-plus.

for kids.” Create games,

Community Schools

4. Amie Snapke, eighth grade
physical science/computers

animations and more!
Dash and Dot
These blue spheres use sensors to

Code.org

detect objects, sounds – even you.

This nonprofit site is

Basic Dot, the “brains,” has app-

packed with free lessons

based games; upgrade to Dash for

to get kids started in

the fully moveable version. All ages.

coding. “It’s very easy to
use with many different

Vex Robotics

levels and entry points,”

This top educational robot series is

Snapke says.

more of an investment, but still rea-

Dash

sonable for the quality. Their starter

Code Academy

kits let you create fully functional

Here, find lessons to learn languages

claw-style robots. They’re the next

like HTML, CSS Java and more. “The

step for older students who are

nice thing about these lessons is that

beyond Lego, Trzeciak says.

you learn the actual language and
write the code,” Snapke says.
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BOOKS
How to Code in 10 Easy Lessons
By Sean McManus
A straightforward, user-friendly
book on coding that’s ideal for ages
8-plus. Learn to write simple coding
instructions using Scratch software,
plus create their own computer
games, websites and more with
this spiral-bound book.
Help Your Kids
with Computer Coding
By DK Publishing
Want a great visual guide? Try
this easy-to-use, hands-on book
on the basics of computer coding
using Scratch and Python.
DK Workbooks:
Computer Coding
This workbook explores basic
programming skills using
coding language Python. Great
for beginning coders ages 6-9.

“

One of the things that really makes
it fun is when you show kids a robot
and you give them a device and ask
them to make a robot move. When
they do that, and they actually
manipulate the language needed
to make the robot move forward or
blink or make the robot’s arm move
– kids realize, ‘I did that. I want to do
more!’ It ignites students’ passions.”
– Dr. Heidi S. Kattula, Ed.D., director of learning
services, Bloomfield Hills Schools
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FIELD TRIP

GO EXPLORE
Where can you delve deeper into robotics? Try these
southeast Michigan spots.
The Robot Garage

in play times with robots, Lego and

Locations in Birmingham,

other materials.

Grosse Pointe Park, Rochester Hills

Michigan Science Center

therobotgarage.com

Michigan Science Center

Founded by a local “Lego family,”

5020 John R St., Detroit

this innovative learning destination

313-577-8400, mi-sci.org

now has three fun locations around

Visit the Motion exhibits to check

town. Sign up for some STEM classes

out simple machines and concepts

and camps or check ahead for drop-

like circuits, electrical loads, rotation,
pendulums and lots of other moving
parts. Robots are also a big part of
manufacturing, and you can see that
in action at the United States Steel
Fun Factory, part of the Engineering exhibits. In particular, the Kuka
industrial arm robot (pictured) is a
great peek at mechanics in motion.

The Robot Garage
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AccelerateKID

Ann Arbor Hands-On Museum

robotics, app development, digital art

220 E. Ann St., Ann Arbor

and more. Start out young!

734-995-5439, aahom.org
FIRST Lego League

acy Gallery, where you can exper-

Locations vary in

iment with simple machines and

metro Detroit

learn how traffic lights and the web

Kick up that

work. Ask about popular GameStart

learning

Workshops, too, which let grades

even higher

5-8 to do coding with Minecraft.

by registering

Get an early jump; they sell out fast.

for a fall 2016 ro-

SUGG

Get your robotics bearings in Leg-

T
ES

ED BY

Heidi
S. Kattula
Who is she?
See page 7.

botics team through
AccelerateKID

FIRST, Kattula suggests. It starts in

Locations in Madison

September and goes till December,

Heights and Wixom

and there are options for grades K-3,

844-483-2433, acceler8kid.com

4-6 and 7-8. “It’s kind of like taking

Kids in grades K-8 can take their

what you learn in the classroom and

robotics/coding to the next level by

putting it in an authentic learning envi-

signing up for a class with this local

ronment,” Kattula says. Families don’t

educational organization. In a cool

need to be affiliated with a certain

and safe setting, budding entrepre-

school district to register. “This would

neurs learn the ropes about com-

be something really great for the fami-

puter programming, game design,

lies to do after the summer.”

TEST YOUR SMARTS
READY TO

E
TAKE TH

QUIZ?
RE!

CLICK HE

Don’t chew that No. 2! This quick quiz is just a few questions about what kids learned
after trying the experiment and using this guide to learn more – done in a few clicks.
So put on that thinking cap.
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